The Civilian Intelligence Network

presents a special lecture-presentation:

UFOs

The Grand Deception
and
the coming New World Order
DATE AND TIME ................SATURDAY. MAY 11. 9 P.M.
PLACE ...................... :........... HyATT REGENCY AT LA. AIRPORT

Bombay Room AB (For more information please call
213-301-6015 immediately. Reservation must be
made as soon as possible.)
Norio Hayakawa will be one of 35 speakers scheduled to speak at the First UFO EXPO
WEST which will be held on Saturday and Sunday, May 11 and 12 at Hyatt Regency Hotel at L.A.
Airport. Mr. Hayakawa will be speaking on the topic "UFOs, The Grand Deception and the
coming New World Order".
Norio Hayakawa, who has researched extensively on this topic for many years, had a
unique opportunity to accompany an eight-member crew of Nippon Television Network In
February of 1990 to the outer perimeters of a top-secret military-scientific installation In
Nevada known as Area 51. He and his crew successfully documented a test flight of highly
advanced, unconventional "crafts" that the U.S. Government seems to possess in utmost secrecy.
According to Hayakawa, the test flights are still ongoing at Area 51 under the code name of
UProject RedlightU and are covertly being funded by the so-called "black projects" program. a
major part of which is being managed by the Office of Naval Intelligence.
He was instrumental in the subsequent production of a two-hour documentary program
televised in Japan on March 24, 1990. The entire program dealt with Area 51 and also the
crew's pursuit of an alleged biogenetics laboratory in northern New Mexico.
In his lecture, Hayakawa presents a fascinating insight into a conditioning process taking
place currently in the world today, which will be a basis for an incredible event to take place,
he contends, sometime in the fall of 1995. It is his belief that UFOs are linked to a sinister
"occultic" force (in collaboration with a de facto secret world government) that is preparing to
ingeniously "stage" an extraterrestrial contact-landing in order to bring about the New World
Order. The amazing thing. according to Hay akawa, is that the real guiding force behind this
"staged" event may indeed be what could only be described as highly intelligent but deceptive
"ulttadimensional entities" conveniently materializing in disguise as extraterrestrial "aliens".
Furthermore, he contends that the "Grand Deception" which will be orch~strated in 1995
will occur concurrently with a rapid series of shocking, IOc.~.9ible ~v_ents. in successiQD..
beginning with a Soviet-led Arab. Confederacy's attempt to Invade Israel, unprecedented
worldwide earthquakes and a sudden, mysterious "evacuation" of a segment of the population, all
of which will culminate in a quick official formation of a New World Order that will last for
seven years upon its inception.

Hayakawa also explains that the shocking series of events will. needless to say. put
millions and millions of people worldwide in absolute stupor for months during which time a
special. ingeniously executed. extremely effective. multi-leveled "mind control" program will
be activated to calm down the stunned populace.
The most difficult chaJlenge that will be faced by the leadership In control of the New
World Order which will be initiated at that time will be how best to explain away this shocking.
unprecedented concurrences of events. particularly, the unexplained disappearances of a
segment of the population worldwide. -Hayakaw~ stale$ that at-ttlCU juncture, a dynamic,
charismatic leader will appear live "In a worldwide televislbn network news conference and will
offer a brilliant explanation to sedate the public. Somehow the public will accept his ingenious
explanation. at which point he will simultaneously announce that he will assume the leadership
of the New World Order.
An effective mind-control system is no longer merely a talk by some psychologists or
parapsychologists. It has some very significant military applications as well.
Government-sponsored genetics researchers and bio-technology experts at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (as well as at other similar biogenetics laboratories allegedly located in
northern New Mexico) have been working relentlessly for more than forty years, under the
protective umbrella of U.S. Naval Intelligence, to perfect a system that will doubtlessly be a
part of this scenario. ELF (extremely low frequency) Wave-Emitting devices. scalar devices
and electromagnetic beam weapons are just examples of the many new types of mind-control
weaponry that the government seems to have developed in the past two decades. Newest
researches on special types of hallucinatory and memory-tampering drugs are part of a growing
'arsenal' that the U.S. Naval Intelligence boasts to have d~veloped in its Parapsychology-Mind
Control Unit.
Hayakawa also contends that a micro-chip implantation technique is being
perfected in which tiny micro-chips could be implanted in our circulatory systems. vital
organs and tissues if need be for whatever purpose the future may require. He also daringly
"contends that a large ..scafe-research has-been-eompletedby--the--Qovernment- within..tha. last ~20000--
years or so utilizing tens of thousands of cattle in the Southwest to conduct this covert
experiment. Only recently has science proven that cow hemoglobin could be substituted (by
utilizing a special purification system) with human blood in situations such as in unforeseen
national emergencies.
According to Hayakawa, the countdown for this stunning event of 1995 began in 1948. He
is convinced that we are living in the seven-year "warningll period which began in 1988 when
Israel celebrated its 40th anniversary of statehood. He explains that there will yet be two more
major conflicts in the Middle East, Involving Israel. The reason for the rapid conclusion to the
Persian Gulf "War" was none other than to expedite the conditions for a temporary ArabIsraeli peace treaty which will be signed shortly. Hayakawa does not consider the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait and the subsequent Persian Gulf "War" to have been a Middle East War
simply because Israel was not Involved militarily.
There have been only four Middle East
Wars so far in which Israel was involved militarily. Those took place only in 1948, 1956,
1967 and 1973.
The next Middle East War involving Israel will be in the fall of 1995, as
he mentions. and possibly around the time of the celebration of the Jewish Feast of the
"Trumpets". (He states that it is no COincidence that heretofore four major "waves" of UFO
sighting reports worldwide took place within the general proximity of each of those specific
years. The next major "wave" is due just prior to 1995.) A few years prior to that. there
will be a pseudo Middle East Peace Conference in which a temporary treaty will be signed.

As far as the UFO phenomenon is concerned, Hayakawa admits that his understanding of It
may not be widely acceptable to the general public. particularly to those who strongly hold on to
the so-called Extraterrestrial Hypothesis. For many years he himself had been an adamant
believer in the E. T. Hypothesis. i.e., the belief in the presence of alien intelligence conducting a
global reconnaissance mission of some kind.
Since around 1973 he says he drastically reversed his position and no longer supports the
hypothesis that UFOs are in essence intelligently controlled crafts from beyond our solar
system conducting a thorough surveillance of our planet and its inhabitants as a preliminary
step towards a future open contact, a popular concept evidently held by the majority of those
that believe In UFOs and In allen visitations. and a concept that is apparently been promoted by a
"sinister" occultlc force, he claims, present in the world at this time.

Despite the often disdainful attitude the topic is regarded with among the so-called scientific
community at large, the common public's fascination with and acceptance of UFOs as a topic well
deserving of more serious study has steadily been on the rise especially within these last two
decades or so. More people now than ever before seem to be accepting the notion that we may not
be alone in this vast universe--that since there are billions of sun-like stars that could
support planetary systems. there must consequently be a proportionate number of life
-supporting planets out there with a possibility of existence of many advanced civilizations or
civilizations in various stages of development.
He believes that this very "belief system" is precisely what that sinister force is attempting
to create In the minds of many. particularly through the growing New Age Movement.
deceptive pseudo-religious movement that promotes an exclusive belief system in the "cosmic"
or "universal" consciousness (together with occultic communications with extraterrestrial
"avatars") and replacing the traditional Judaeo-Christian concept of a personal God. Such a
belief system facilitates the acceptance of UFOs as possible interplanetary vehicles from yonder
primarily conducting a reconnaissance mission and secondarily revealing themselves to a
"select few" to warn us of the imminent dangers of continued nuclear armament and ecological
destruction, a rather "reasonable" hypothesis since UFOs seem to have openly commenced the
manifestation of their presence soon after the first explosions of the atomic bombs.
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This type of thinking seems to be further accelerated by a dramatic increase recently in the
so-called UFO "contacts" allegedly claimed by hundreds, perhaps even thousands, of people
across the globe, including those that even claim to have been abducted by UFOs and released
after having been "genetically experimented" on by the entities inside the crafts.
Yet Hayakawa also claims that some of the top UFO researchers highly respected in the
world today, such as Dr. Jacques Vallee and John A. Keel, seem to be abandoning the E.T.
Hypothesis due to the insurmountable challenges and questions posed by the increasing
inconsistencies, contradictions and the so-called "behavioral patterns" observed in many of the
alleged "activities" of these objects and their often reported "occupants" or "entities".
More than 40 years of worldwide UFO sightings have produced not a single hard, tangible
evidence so far that se~m~JQsupportth~ E.T. visitC!ti9nJJ~p-othe~js. Yetsight~ngs continue to be
reported unabated worldwide and "abduction cases" seem to be increasing.
It is Hayakawa's belief that this is precisely one of the main reasons why the perplexed
governmental agencies of both the United States and the Soviet Union have not officially
announced the existence of UFOs or the alleged "UFOnauts", i.e., due to a sudden desperate
realization that the entire phenomenon is an astounding combination of the seemingly physical
and a yet unknown "ultra-dimensional" phenomenon crossing into what could only be termed as
a psychic, occultic or even an "ethereal" domain, the penetration into which seems to be
impossible by mere conventional science as we know it today.
Yet there seems to be some changes in the policies. A gradual propagation of "alien presence"
by the government may be in the works already. The New World Order will no doubt capitalize
on such a manipulated belief system in order to proceed with their plans.
Hayakawa is in touch with top UFO researchers in Japan and continues to exchange
intelligence Information obtained from various U.S. sources and elsewhere with researchers of
similar vein in both countries. He also states that a major Japanese TV Network will conduct a
thorough investigation and documentation this summer of the expected appearances of hundreds
of so-called mysterious crop circles in England. They will coordinate with England's BBC
Television and numerous American news media and will spend more than a month over there to
get to the bottom of that phenomenon. Hayakawa contends that the mysterious crop circles,
increasing In number worldwide and becoming more complex in designs, are without doubt an
occultic phenomenon that will never be explained by contemporary physical science.
In his presentation, Hayakawa will also talk about a covert Northrop Corporation facility
located in the Antelope Valley area in northwest Lancaster, California (at the foothills of
Tehachapi Mountains) where testing of highly advanced crafts, similar to those at Area 51 in
Nevada but much smaller in scale of operation, are presentely being conducted .
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In 1990 he founded the Civilian Intelligence Network based in Los Angeles. California and
is presently serving as its director. The Civilian Intelligence Network is a loosely-knit
network of intelligence gatherers and analyzers (with correspondents in several states) that
evaluate and exchange all pertinent information in order to inform and alert the public that
there has been (and still is) a major cover-up going on regarding the existence of a sinister
'government' within the government. as well as a sinister political-religious force that seems
to oversee the international banking system, all of which is part and parcel of an emerging New
World Order.
Hayakawa explains that under the guise of Initially separating the wo-rld into three basic
economic, politica' and geophysical sections, those in control will attempt to bring the three
The first step is to bring about the complete unification
into one unit --the New World Order.
of Western Europe, which will be completed on December 31 of 1992. The U.S. and Canada
will form one block, and the remaining block will be formed principally by the emerging Far
Eastern Economic Bloc. led by Japan (technologically and economically) and China (militarily).
The three blocks will eventually be consolidated into one unit to bring about the New World
Order.

However, the final big push towards the formation of the New World Order
will be expedited by conveniently creating an "external threat" from elsewhere,
and this is precisely the topic of Mr. Hayakawa's lecture on which he will
expound.
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